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ADELAIDE, TUESDAY, MARCH 8, 1859. 
 
THE idea of having daily communication between London and Australia may to some minds appear 
even now extravagant, but we enrol ourselves amongst the number of those who believe in its 
realization, and that at no very distant date. Considering the enthusiasm which this great triumph of 
human ingenuity and skill awakens; considering the enormous interests which the electric wire will 
connect ; considering the unanimity of feeling in both hemispheres, and the abundance of capital 
awaiting investment in this direction, we think it would be much more unreasonable to suppose that 
the rising nations of Australia will be left out of the great magnetic circle than that they should be 
included in it. True, the Atlantic submarine cable lies speechless at the bottom of the sea. But of far 
more importance is the fact that it has spoken. Whatever may be the inherent defect of the cable, or 
whatever the external disaster which has befallen it, neither one nor the other in any degree militates 
against the glorious triumph that it was at first successful. The practicability of forcing the electric 
current across the Atlantic has been demonstrated, although we cannot yet determine why an 
enterprise which was launched so successfully has come to so unfortunate a stand-still. But we say 
again, that this is but a trifle in consideration of the two all-important facts that a cable can be laid 
down across the Atlantic, and that it will, throughout that great extent of distance, serve effectually the 
purpose for which it was submerged. The mishap is simply one of those preliminary failures that 
ordinarily mark the introduction of every great and startling innovation. 
 
Telegraphic communication with India is established, and it now remains to make India the connecting 
point of two grand systems of magnetic intercourse, as it is already the rallying point of the two great 
divisions of steam postal service. The work will be done and the same reasons that justify its 
performance at all, justify its speedy accomplishment. If the political union of Australia and the Crown 
of England is of consequence, how highly important must be that machinery which practically 
annihilates the distance between London and Sydney, London and Melbourne, London and Adelaide? 
If the import and export trade of the Australias is of importance to the mother country, what shipper, 
banker, or manufacturer at home will not hail the arrangement under which the present ruinous 
intervals between advices may be bridged across? If social ties and the endearments of kindred and 
country still exist between those who dwell in loving memories, though living in opposite hemispheres, 
who is there that will look on with indifference whilst this last new world in the Pacific is being brought 
within speaking distance of the homes of its ancestors The pride of science, the love of the 
marvellous, the zeal of politics, the emulation of rival nations, the interests of commerce, and the 
sympathies of brotherhood, necessarily tend to unite all classes of the Anglo British race in this great 
enterprise, and have united them.It does not require the gift of prophecy to say that Adelaide will one 
day converse direct with London. 
 
The neighbouring colonies are quite on the alert. Mr. McGowan, the Superintendent of the Victorian 
telegraphs, has devoted much time to the question, as also has our own indefatigable Mr. Todd. The 
question of telegraphic communication between the Australian colonies and England, means, of 
course, communication between those colonies and India, the wires having been already extended 
thus far in our direction. In Mr. McGowan's estimation, the great difficulty would be found in 
connection with the wild and lawless tribes of the Indian Archipelago, to avoid whom he recommends 
that a submarine cable be laid down from Tanjore on the Carnatic coast (where there is a coaling 
station for steamers) to Point de Galle, in the island of Ceylon, and that from Ceylon to Western 
Australia another submarine cable be laid down in two sections, uniting midway at the Cocos Islands. 
From Fremantle, Western Australia, the wires could either be carried along the coast, or a submarine 
cable be run along the Great Australian Bight. The two cables uniting Point de Galle and Western 
Australia would be, each little more than half the length of the Atlantic cable. 
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In the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, very energetic steps are being taken for the 
promotion of telegraphic communication with Europe. On the 23rd of February Mr. Deas Thomson 
moved the adoption of the following resolution: - 
"That, seeing the great advantages likely to accrue to the Australian colonies by connecting them with the great 
system of electric communication now in progress of establishment between India and Europe, as well as 
between the latter and America, this House desires to impress upon the Government the expediency of an early 
application being made to the Governments of the other Australian colonies for their assistance and co-operation 
in effecting this highly desirable object." 
 

Our readers will doubtless be interested in the perusal of the following extracts from Mr. Thomson's 
speech : - 
 
FIRST PROPOSAL.- " From Calcutta, through the Burman Empire, Siam, and the Malay Peninsula, to 
Singapore, and thence by Sumatra, Java, Bulli, Lombock, Idimbarra, Flores, and Timor, to Port Essington, and 
thence overland to Gladstone, Port Curtis." 
SECOND PROPOSAL -"To branch off at Singapore, and to carry the line through Borneo, Celebes, and Timor, to 
Port Essington. Canton would by this line be brought within 1,080 miles, and thus China might be readily 
connected with India, England, and the Australian colonies ; and this was a very strong recommendation in 
favour of this proposal " 
THIRD PROPOSAI. -"Junction with the Indian system at Ceylon, and from thence by submarine telegraph to 
Sumatra, Java, and the islands already mentioned, on to Port Essington." 
FOURTH PROPOSAL-" Connect Ceylon by a submarine telegraph with Swan River —2,000 miles-and thence by 
King George's Sound to Adelaide and to Melbourne." 
 

Having described the various routes, Mr. Thomson thus proceeded : 
 

DETAILS OF THE ROUTE. 
He would now trouble the House with a few details as to the line he would propose to adopt through Australia. 
First, from Sydney to Maitland, 110 miles, then he would follow the great lines of road, as there would be greater 
means of supervision of the lines, and it would be more easy to protect them. The line should then proceed to 
Armidale, Warwick, Gayndah, Gladstone, Port Curtis; another advantage being that all these intermediate places 
would also have the benefits of the communication. The total distance was 2,112 miles from Sydney to Port 
Essington. * * * The distance for which a submarine cable would be required would be from Port Essington to the 
extreme point of Timor, 300 miles ; from the extreme east point of Timor to the extreme west point of Sumatra, 
2,400 miles; but he need not trouble the House with further details, as he would assume, to make the matter at all 
feasible, that the Indian Government would complete the line as far as Singapore ; the Dutch. Government to 
Batavia or Java, and, he dare say, to Timor and the extent of line to be provided for by the Australian colonies 
would be very small. 

 
The following portion of the hon gentleman's address is of much importance : - 
 

AVAILABILITY OF BRITISH COMPANIES. 
" On reference to documents printed by order of the Legislative Assembly, he found that in 1857, a petition was 
presented to that House, accompanied by a draft Bill from gentlemen forming a company, who proposed, in 
consideration of certain concessions, to carry out an entire system of electric communication. They proposed to 
complete the work in 1862, and what they required by way of compensation was a guarantee of 6 per cent, on 
their outlay, and a guarantee for that amount for a certain period after completion. It was provided that the tariff of 
charges should be fixed by the Imperial and Colonial Governments, and that they should not he altered, except 
with their sanction. Subsequently, another petition was presented, on the 23rd November, 1858, from John W. 
Brett, proprietor and contractor, and J. H. Carmichael, Chairman of the Submarine Telegraph Company, and 
Deputy Chairman of the British Magnetic and Mediterranean Extension Telegraph Companies. These gentlemen, 
in order to show their competency to carry out the undertaking, claimed to have been the inventors and pioneers 
of oceanic telegraphs, through whose exertions nearly the whole of the oceanic telegraphs in Europe had been 
established, as well as that of the Atlantic telegraph to America, embracing an aggregate capital of some millions 
sterling, connecting England and the Continent by substantial oceanic telegraph lines via France and Belgium 
and the north of Europe, with about 1,200 miles of oceanic telegraph lines in successful operation in the 
Mediterranean, independent of some thousand miles of land telegraph in the United Kingdom and Ireland, all of 
which are in union and correspondence with the several telegraphic lines of Europe and America. The petition 
went on to state, "That they are prepared at once to connect Australia with Ceylon on condition of a guarantee of 
5 per cent, per annum on the necessary capital, either by Batavia, Singapore, or direct from Ceylon via Keeling's 
Island to Western Australia, as maybe most approved by the united Government of Australia. But your petitioners 
would submit that, as their original idea as well as their past experience have proved the benefits of uniting all 
points of commercial importance, as their lines in the Mediterranean will connect Egypt, Greece, Corfu, Malta, 
Sardinia, Austria, France (and be the main route of the Indian and Australian line), and that their project further 
contemplated extensions to China via Borneo to Hongkong, so, that a line touching at Batavia and Sumatra 
would be less costly and more valuable as uniting with these interests." And then, as to the subsidy required, 



they further say: - ' Your petitioners also anticipate that, should your united Governments of Australia accord their 
petition of a 5 per cent. guarantee on the principle of the 4½ percent. guarantee accorded by Her Majesty's 
Government to the Red Sea Telegraph Company, that Her Majesty's Government will aid the enterprise with the 
assistance of ships, as in the Atlantic Telegraph, and thus a large sum be saved to the colonial Government.' 
Thus, then, he was justified in assuming that there were two companies prepared to enter upon the undertaking, 
one for a guarantee of 6 per cent. on the outlay, the other for a guarantee of 5 per cent." 

 
Mr. Thomson next estimates the amount which the Australian colonies would be called upon to pay 
towards the guarantee, and as will be seen from the following extract, the united charge upon the 
Australian colonies collectively is only put down at £12,500 per annum: - 
 

COST TO THE COLONIAL GOVERNMENT. 
"The amount required from the colonies would be very small indeed, compared with the advantages to be 
derived. From Sydney to Port Essington, and Port Essington to Batavia, the distance would be 2,292 miles. This 
was supposing the Government would go no further, though there was every reason to believe they would be 
disposed to go as far as Timor if not to Port Essington; however, supposing these colonies had to provide for the 
2,292 miles, at £100 per mile, taking this average for both land and submarine, the amount would be 229,200l ?. 

He was aware that the estimate of Mr. McGowan, so well known from his connection with such enterprises in the 
neighboring colony, was 60. per mile overland, and 100l. submarine ; but looking to the increased expense of 

supplies and of conveying wires as they got further into the country, he thought 100l per mile taken throughout 

would not be too high. As he had said, this would give an amount of 229,200l ; he would allow 20,800l for 

contingencies ; this would make up 250,000 l or a quarter of a million sterling. This at 5 per cent, would require 

an annual subsidy of 12,500l ; of this some portion would be borne by the Home Government — the remainder 

would have to be rateably divided amongst the colonies on some fixed principle to be agreed upon. But, 
supposing he had been too sanguine in his calculations as to cost, put it that the line cost 200l per mile instead 

of 100l. —although he had no doubt that would be found to be a far over-estimate —the amount would then be 

half a million sterling: the subsidy required, 25,000l per annum. Now, seeing the advantages the mother country 

would derive advantages of as great, if not greater importance than any we should derive here — he had no 
difficulty in supposing that the Home Government would meet one half this amount; they had a right to expect if; 
and as the Home Government had found it its interest to contribute one half towards the subsidy for mail 
communication, so no doubt it would in this case. Thus then the amount left to be provided by the colonies would 
be 12,500l per annum." 

 

The resolution was seconded by Mr. Montefiore, who said it was within his own knowledge that one of 
the companies referred to by Mr. Thomson had actually subscribed £250,000 for this object, the 
communication being intended to be made from Point de Galle to Java, thence to Timor, and from 
that place to Sydney and the Southern colonies subsidized by the Government of Holland and the 
Australian Colonial Governments. The question appears to have excited much attention in Sydney, 
and the debate (which was adjourned on the motion of the Attorney-General, who said that he had 
just received despatches from England on the subject), was to be resumed on the 2nd instant, by 
which time the Attorney-General would be able to inform himself of the contents of his despatches. 
 


